c.

AGGREGATES
AND AGGREGATE MIXTURES
OOTD OESIGf\JATION: S 101-03
General

A.

Equipment
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Sample sacks, string.
Sampling devices:
a.
Stockpiles and Barge5i
1)
sampling shovel I:Figure 1) and shield
2)
power equipmen1t such as a front-end
loader or backhoe
b.
Windrows
-sampling
shovel.
c.
Railroad Cars and Trucks -same as stockpiles.
d.
Roadways
-hand
augers, picks and shovels.
e.
Conveyor Belts -tem/=llate, brushes and catch pan.
f.
Bins -template,
brushes and catch pan.
g.
Truck Dumped
Material (before spreading)
-sampling
shovel
shield.
A 1 gal friction top can wi1:h lid -for moisture content testing.
Equipment
listed as Apparatus
in DOTD TR 108.
Aggregate
Test Report form and envelopes.

and
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Figure 1 -Sampling
B.

Shovel

Segregation
Segregation is alvvays a problem vvhen sampling aggregates.
It is critical
to the validity of the sample that segregation
be minimized.
In general, the
larger the aggregate
and the steeper the angle of repose, the vvorse
segregation vvill be. These sampling procedures include directions and tools
(e.g., shields
and shovels
vviith sides) that are designed
to minimize
segregation
during the sampling
process.
Failure to use these pieces of
equipment
or to follovv the direc:tions in these procedures
may invalidate the
samples.
As part of the evaluation
process for the quality of the material,
aggregates
in storage are to be inspected for segregation
prior to sampling.
Moisture
Content Testing
If the moisture
content
i:s to be determined,
the sample must be
protected
from moisture
loss ~)rior to testing.
When the sample is taken,
place it in a clean, dry friction top can of a size sufficient
to contain the
needed quantity for moisture
clontent testing.
The can is to be sealed vvith
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F.
E.

0

Sample Sacks and Identification
Sample sacks are used to l'lold the sampled aggregate until testing in the
lab. The sacks must be securely fastened with string in order to prevent loss
of material during transport.
A properly completed Aggregate Test Report
form must be in an envelope fastened with string on the outside of the
sample sack as well as an Ag!~regate Test Report form on the inside of the
sack.

II.

Stockpiles

and

Barges

Note 1: For coarse aggregate or mixed coarse and fine aggregate in stockpiles, every
effort should be made to enlis1tthe services of power equipment to develop
a separate, small sampling pile composed of materials drawn form various
levels and locations in the mailn pile, after which several increments may be
combined to compose the field sample.
A.
B.

c.
D.

G

III

Estimate the volume of the material in order to determine
the number
of
samples
needed.
Divide the quantity
into increments
of equal size,
conforming
to the minimum
frequency requirements
of the specifications.
For materials
that are subjE~ct to segregation,
sampling
stockpiles
of
approximately
10 cu. yd. shall be established.
Power equipment,
such as
front end loaders, may be u~;ed to construct
this smaller sampling
pile.
Obtaining samples directlyfrom
the bucket of power equipment is prohibited.
All sampling shall be performed
using a shield and shovel.
Insert the shield upslope from the point of sampling to prevent loose material
from sliding into the sampling area.
Remove 3 -6 in. of material downslope
from the shield by scraping the
surface with the shovel.
Be sure to expose undisturbed,
representative
material.
Holding the shovel perpendicullar
to the face of the stockpile,
insert shovel
into the exposed material.
Do not overfill; do not allow material to spillover
the sides. Withdraw
shovel ar,d place material into a sample sack.
Repeat until sufficient material (1/3 of sample size) has been obtained.
Move
to the next location in the incrE~ment and repeat.
Composite
samples from each! increment
by obtaining
material from three
different levels of the increment
(near the top, middle and bottom).
Blend
material obtained from each Ie've I into a single sample meeting the required
sample size. If the quantity of material obtained is greater than the quantity
required,
reduce the sample in accordance
with OCTO TR 108.
Place
material in a sample sack with the Aggregate
Test Report form.

Windrows

A.

8

Estimate the volume of the material in order to determine
the number of
samples needed.
Divide the quantity into contiguous
increments
of equal
size,
conforming
to the
minimum
frequency
requirements
of the
specifications.
Randomly
select three locations
in the increment
to be
sampled.
Remove 3 -6 in. of loose matE!rial by scraping the surface vvith the shovel.
Be sure to expose undisturbed,
representative
material.
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D.
E.

c.

Sample the entire cross section of the windrow
Move to the next location
in thle increment
the increment
have been obtained.

E.

and

and place in a sample sack.
repeat

until

three

samples

in

If the quantity of material obtained needs to be reduced, reduce the sample
in accordance
with OCTO TR 108.
Place material in a sample sack with
appropriate
MATT identificaticln forms.

IV. Railroad Cars and Trucks
A.
80
Co

Note 1:

0

v.

If the material is in peaks, follow the procedure described in Step B with the
following additional steps: Select sampling locations at the midpoint of the
piles, not at the peaks or valleys. Insert a shield (such as used for stockpiles)
upslope from the point of samp'ling to prevent loose material from sliding into
the sampling area.
Repeat until sufficient
material (1/3 of sample size) has been obtained.
Move
to the next location and repeat.
Blend material obtained from each location into a single sample meeting the
required sample size. If the quantity of material obtained is greater than the
quantity
required,
reduce the sample in accordance
with OCTO TR 108.
Place material in a sample sack: with appropriate
MATT identification
forms.

Roadways
A.

B.

c.
D.

E.

VI.

Estimate the volume of the material in order to determine
the number
of
samples needed.
Select a car or truck to represent that quantity.
Select three locations,
near bo'th ends and the middle of the car or truck.
If the material in the conveyanc:e is level, remove 3 -6 in. of loose material by
scraping
the surface with the shovel.
Be sure to expose undisturbed,
representative
material.

Determine hovv many linearfee1t contain the quantity of material representing
the minimum frequency.
Randomly
select three stagge~red sampling
locations
by station
number
vvithin this area.
Obtain 1/3 of each sample from each location.
Use the appropriate
sampling
device to dig a vertical hole the full depth of the course. Remove all material
from the hole and place in a sample sack.
Move to the next location and repeat.
Blend material obtained from e,ach location into a single sample meeting the
required sample size. If the quiantity of material obtained is greater than the
quantity
required,
reduce the sample in accordance
vvith DOTD TR 108.
Place material in a sample sack. with appropriate
MATT identification
forms.

Conveyor Belts
A.
B

c.
D.

Determine the proper frequenc',/ for sampling in terms of flovv rate, time and
quantity.
After the flovv of material ontci the belt has stabilized,
stop the belt at the
randomly selected time.
Select a template
of propelr length
and cross section
to obtain
a
representative
sample of propelr size. The cross section of the template
must
match that of the belt.
Place the template
through the material,
making sure the template
is in
contact vvith the belt for the full cross section of the belt.
Remove all material vvithin the "template, using a brush and pan to retrieve all
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fines.
If the quantity
of material ob~tained is greater than the quantity
required,
reduce the sample in accordance
with OCTO TR 108.
If the quantity
of
material obtained is less than the quantity
required, obtain another sample
in accordance
with Steps A-E.
Place material
in a sample sack with
appropriate
MATT identificatic'n
forms.
VII.

Bins
For sampling

sample

VIII.

Truck

A.

B.

c.
D.
E.
F
G.

of bins, allow the ma1terial to discharge

in accordance

Dumped

with

Section

Material

onto the conveyor

belt and

VI.

-Befclre

Spreading

Estimate the volume of the material
in order to determine
the number of
samples
needed.
Divide thE~ quantity
into increments
of equal sizes,
conforming
to the minimum
frequency
requirements
of the item in the
sampling schedule.
Randomly
select three separately
dumped
loads.
Randomly
select three
sampling locations, one near the top of one load, near the middle of another
load, and near the bottom of third load.
Insert the shield upslope from tlhe point of sampling to prevent loose materia!
from sliding into the sampling area.
Remove 3 -6 in. of material downslope
from the shield by scraping
the
surface with the shovel.
Be sure to expose undisturbed,
representative
material.
Holding the shovel horizontally,
insert shovel into the exposed material.
Do
not overfill; do not allow material to spillover
the sides.
Withdraw
shovel
and place material into a sample sack.
Repeat until sufficient material ~:1/3 of sample size) has been obtained.
Move
to the next location in the incre!ment and repeat.
Blend materia! obtained from each location into a single sample meeting the
required sample size. If the quantity of material obtained is greater than the
quantity
required, reduce the sample
in accordance
with DCTD TR 108.
Place material in a sample sack with appropriate
MATT identification
forms.
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